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Parish Council Monthly Update 

Whitfield, Dover January 2021 

Information provided by: PCSO 61289 FENNESSY, DOVER Community Safety Unit  

 The Whitfield Ward is changing officers; A lot of PCSOs from Dover Police Station are being 

moved around to different wards and I am sadly one of them. I am being moved to Dover 

Town Centre and Castle Ward and Whitfield is getting a new PCSO to cover the village. 

Contact details are yet to come whilst the new PCSO introduces themselves to the Parish etc. 

CALLS/REPORTS 

 06/01/2021 – A256, Whitfield – Report of bad driving on the A256 where a driver was 

driving considerably under the speed limit and causing danger to other road users. 

 10/01/2021 – Whitfield Hill – A suspicious event was reported to us after a MOP saw x3 4x4 

vehicles going down Whitfield Hill without their lights on and looked like they had some 

damage on them as well. This was passed to our colleagues who then put a stop on one of the 

vehicles and confirmed there weren’t any offences. 

 An amount of calls and reports for fraud offences are growing at a rapid rate. We are seeing 

that most of the recent calls for fraud, in some way, relate to the current pandemic COVID 19. 

Residents are receiving calls/texts from numbers who are pretending to either be from the 

NHS or vaccination centres etc. pretending to be people who can administer the vaccine in 

exchange for a sum of cash. Residents are reminded to please double check everything, run it 

past next of kin, or perhaps someone who is a bit more technology minded who can sniff out 

the classic signs that it might be a scam. A lot of people are losing thousands due to simple 

mistakes as these fraudsters are so convincing on the phone and can even use the same 

phone numbers as who they are pretending to be. 

Anti-social behaviour and other incidents of note: 

 The Whitfield Ward has slightly changed for us; The parameters of what the Whitfield Ward would 

be have slightly gotten bigger so now I cover around half of Melbourne Avenue (including Fulbert 

Road & Rokesley Road) so if any residents see this newsletter and live in the area, please don’t 

hesitate to contact me using the details provided below. 

Details for the Local PCSO: 

PCSO 61289 Connor Fennessy 

Community Safety Unit 

Dover Police Station, Ladywell, Dover CT16 1DJ  

Email  connor.fennessy@kent.police.uk 

 


